
Language Arts 405

LightUnit Overview
Penmanship: LightUnit 405 concentrates on proper shape and formation of letters; writing

poetry. Reviews spacing, alignment, posture, speed.

Spelling: Focus for the spelling word lists:
Section 1 – words with $i and a% sounds
Section 2 – words about a store
Section 3 – words about wildlife

Creative Writing Suggestions from On Teaching Writing: A Handbook
• Now that students know about being verbs, do the mini-lesson on “Down with being
verbs” (pages 80, 81).
• Scan the “Real-Life Suggestions” section of Chapter 17 (pages 113-119) and choose a
project for your students to enjoy.

Section 1
1. Three Verb Parts; Irregular Verbs
2. Run-on Sentences
3. Quotations; Quotation Marks
4. Golden Rule Talk
5. Review and Quiz 1
Extra Activity: Ways to Say

Section 2
6. Unity in Paragraphs
7. Word Forms in a Dictionary
8. Writing Friendly Letters
9. Be, Being, and Been
10. Review and Quiz 2

Extra Activity: S words

Section 3
11. Seasons; Adjectives Point to Nouns
12. Punctuation in Quotations
13. When Verbs Are Separated
14. Self Check

Review for the Test
Penmanship
Cursive Alphabet
Spelling Word Bookmarks
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405 SECTION 1
Words to Spell 1 – This list appears on page 5 (Lesson 1) of the LightUnit.

humble couch join noise address shame
royal during avoid shook rather gown
crowd proud seesaw crown shower which

Lesson 1 Three Verb Parts (Pages 1-6)

Objective: To define and identify the principal verb parts present, past, and past participle

Irregular Verbs

Objective: To correctly use the irregular verbs bite, sink, hold, say, and choose

The term irregular should be familiar to students. They have already worked with
irregular nouns.

For extra practice, have students give oral sentences using these verbs correctly.
Examples: I bite now.

I bit yesterday.
I have bitten many times before that.

Penmanship Focus: writing the spelling words

Students should have their penmanship folder emptied from LightUnit 404.

Spelling Focus: homographs; putting words into sentences; the $i sound

Lesson 2 Run-On Sentences (Pages 6-11)

Objective: To identify and correct run-on sentences

Find several sentences from a story and read them as a run-on sentence. Reread them as
separate sentences. Help students to see that run-on sentences do not give a rest to the reader
or the listener.

405-1, 2
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Penmanship Focus: writing the alphabet—upper and lowercase

Check students’ work: do their letters have good proportion?

Spelling Focus: the a% sound; using words in sentences

Lesson 3 Quotations (Pages 11-16)

Objectives: To define quotation; To capitalize the first word in a quotation

Play the game “Quotations.” Divide your students into two teams. Have a list of sen-
tences containing quotations. Read a sentence and have a player tell you which word needs to
be capitalized. If he is correct, he may write the letter Q on the board. If his answer is wrong,
the question goes to the next team. The first team to spell out the word QUOTATION wins.

Quotation Marks

Objective: To place quotation marks in quotations

Students who have extra time could write a conversation they have heard, using
quotation marks correctly.

Penmanship Focus: copying the title and two lines of a poem

Spelling Focus: writing words; putting words into sentences; definitions

Lesson 4 Golden Rule Talk (Pages 16-20)

Objective: To name four guidelines for following the Golden Rule in conversation

Encourage the students to remember and follow these guidelines in their conversations
with their friends at school and at home with their family—not just in language arts class.

Give each student ten beans in a small bag. See if they can avoid using the word I in their
conversations for a specified amount of time. You decide the time frame. If they slip and some-
one catches them, they must give a bean to each person involved in the conversation. Help
them to be more concerned about their use of the word I than about catching someone else.

Penmanship Focus: writing two lines of a poem

405-3, 4
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Keep on the lookout for bad posture and improper pencil grip and paper slant.

Spelling Focus: putting words into sentences; correcting misspelled words

Let students give each other practice spelling tests if they need more review of the
spelling words.

Lesson 5 Review and Quiz 1 (Pages 20, 21; 63, 64)

Spelling Quiz for Section 1

1. crown 5. gown 9. humble 13. address 17. shook
2. shower 6. which 10. proud 14. join 18. seesaw
3. during 7. royal 11. rather 15. noise
4. shame 8. couch 12. avoid 16. crowd

405 SECTION 2
Words to Spell 2 – This list appears on page 25 (Lesson 6) of the LightUnit.

button wooden counter bushel barrel gentleman
clerk ribbon coal bolt understand cloth
hook wool honey sugar copper amount

Lesson 6 Unity in Paragraphs (Pages 22-25)

Objectives: To define unity; To decide whether or not a paragraph has unity

Another word that has the same idea as unity is together. In other words, does the
paragraph hang together?

For extra practice, read this paragraph or write it on the board:
The apple tree in our yard is really pretty when it blooms. I like to pick the

flowers and put them into a vase. The ball hit the window and broke it. We have
other trees in our yard too. I like to see them bloom.

Penmanship Focus: writing the spelling words

Spelling Focus: compound words; rhyming words

405-5, 6
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Lesson 7 Word Forms in a Dictionary (Pages 26-29)

Objective: To look up root words in the dictionary for definitions of other forms of words

Review root words. Say these words and have the students give you the root: busiest,
arranging, cheerfully, disciples, floored.

Penmanship Focus: writing two lines of a poem

Spelling Focus: putting words into a paragraph

Find pictures for the students to see how an old country store looked. Or read the chapter
from Little House in the Big Woods in which Laura tells about their trip to the store. The
Reminisce magazine may be a good place to find pictures and articles.

Lesson 8 Writing Friendly Letters (Pages 29-33)

Objective: To learn guidelines for writing friendly letters

One advantage writing has over speaking is that we have a chance to change what we said
if it is wrong, unkind, or simply not edifying. If students write letters, encourage them to read
them before mailing to see that they follow the Golden Rule. If anything does not, they should
rewrite it.

The CLP Sunday school paper Partners has a “Pen Partners” section each month—chil-
dren who would like a pen pal write a letter about themselves. Your students may enjoy
answering one of these letters for a pen pal.

If you have your students write a friendly letter, check it to be sure it has all five parts.

Penmanship Focus: writing two lines of a song

Check for incorrect posture.

Spelling Focus: identifying spelling words; crossword puzzle

Lesson 9 Be, Being, and Been (Pages 33-37)

Objectives: To identify be, being, and been as being verbs; To understand that these verbs
always require a helping verb

405-7-9
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Penmanship Focus: examining handwriting for necessary improvements

Be sure the student is honestly evaluating his handwriting. Look for any letters that have
open circles that should be closed. Is there a difference between his a’s and o’s?

Spelling Focus: filling in missing vowels to form spelling words

Remind the students that Lesson 10 is a quiz. Are they ready?

Lesson 10 Review and Quiz 2 (Pages 38, 39; 65, 66)

Spelling Quiz for Section 2

1. counter 5. wool 9. ribbon 13. coal 17. clerk
2. understand 6. copper 10. amount 14. honey 18. cloth
3. barrel 7. bushel 11. hook 15. gentleman
4. bolt 8. button 12. wooden 16. sugar

405 SECTION 3
Words to Spell 3 – This list appears on page 43 (Lesson 11) of the LightUnit.

squirrel mosquito lawn false chipmunk hare
awful fawn mosquitoes cross hoof wildlife
softly woodchuck betray striped hair beaver

Lesson 11 Seasons (Pages 40-44)

Objective: To learn that seasons are not capitalized unless in proper names

Adjectives Point to Nouns

Objective: To learn to use the practical hint that adjectives always signal a noun

The concept taught in this lesson is not really new to the students—they have been work-
ing with adjectives for a long time. It merely gives them the helpful hint—if you see an adjec-
tive, you know there is a noun close by.

Penmanship Focus: writing the spelling words

405-10, 11
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Although the student is writing spelling words, he should use good handwriting practices.

Spelling Focus: homophones; using words in sentences; the $ sound; animal names

Lesson 12 Punctuation in Quotations (Pages 44-48)

Objective: To use proper punctuation at the end of a quote

Emphasize that quotation marks always come in pairs.

Penmanship Focus: writing two lines of a song

Spelling Focus: synonyms; definitions; homophones

Lesson 13 When Verbs Are Separated (Pages 49-52)

Objectives: To review helping verbs; To find the complete verb even when separated by an
adverb

Words that come in the middle of the verb phrase and separate the helping verb(s) from
the main verbs are nearly always adverbs. Students have not studied adverbs yet, but before
the year is over, they should be able to identify them.

Diagramming Separated Verbs

Objective: To diagram sentences in which the verbs are separated

Penmanship Focus: writing two lines of a poem

Spelling Focus: word relationships; writing a story using spelling words; writing the words

Tell the students to write stories that make sense—not silly stories, and not squishing as
many spelling words as possible into a string of meaningless words.

Check the stories: do they have at least five spelling words, and do they make sense?

405-12, 13
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Lesson 14 Self Check (Pages 53-56)

Students are to do the self check without studying. If they do well on it, they will likely do
well on the test. If they do not, they’ll need more study and perhaps remedial work. Make sure
they restudy any concepts in which the self check shows them to be weak.

Spelling Quiz for Section 3

1. awful 5. striped 9. mosquito 13. squirrel 17. softly
2. hoof 6. beaver 10. false 14. lawn 18. betray
3. chipmunk 7. woodchuck 11. hair 15. fawn
4. hare 8. mosquitoes 12. wildlife 16. cross

LightUnit Test 405

Spelling words for LightUnit Test 405

See Appendix E for sentences to use with these words.

1. humble 6. address 11. bushel 16. counter 21. false
2. crowd 7. noise 12. sugar 17. awful 22. cross
3. during 8. shame 13. understand 18. mosquito 23. hair
4. proud 9. clerk 14. gentleman 19. woodchuck 24. hare
5. avoid 10. ribbon 15. amount 20. betray 25. wildlife

405-14, Test
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LightUnit 406

LightUnit Overview
Penmanship: Copying verses from the Psalms.

Spelling: Focus for the spelling word lists:
Section 1 - words related to camping
Section 2 - words related to gardening
Section 3 - words related to the ocean

Creative Writing Suggestions from On Teaching Writing: A Handbook
• Have a mini-lesson on dialogue (see page 85); Explain how dialogue can help to “show,
not tell” (page 81) what is happening.
• Choose an idea from the “Just Imagine” section of Chapter 17 (pages 93-102) for your
students to write on.

Section 1
1. What More Can We Learn About Nouns? Taking Notes
2. Antonyms and Synonyms
3. Listening in Church; More Names of God
4. How to Take Notes
5. Review and Quiz 1
Extra Activity: Compound the Word

Section 2
6. Adjectives That Compare; Irregular Adjectives That Compare
7. More Note-Taking
8. Finding the Simple Subject
9. Stringy Sentences
10. Review and Quiz 2

Extra Activity: Dial the Word

Section 3
11. Names and Commas in Sentences
12. What Are You Interested In?
13. Writing From Notes
14. Self Check

Review for the Test
Cursive Alphabet
Spelling Word Bookmarks
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406 SECTION 1
Words to Spell 1 – This list appears on page 5 (Lesson 1) of the LightUnit.

tent canoe pillow firefly ore cocoa
bonfire comfort oar peaceful thirsty twice
sunset skillet camping blanket moonlight or

Lesson 1 What More Can We Learn About Nouns? (Pages 1-5)

Objective: To identify and diagram proper nouns made up of more than one word

The students should have no trouble with this lesson, as they have run into these kinds of
nouns before. The proper term for these words is compound noun, but the children shouldn’t
need to know this.

Taking Notes

Objective: To define taking notes; To identify notes that would destroy the paragraph’s unity

For further practice, give four or five notes for other subjects. Include several notes that
do not apply to the subject. Let the students pick out the notes that should be deleted.

Penmanship Focus: writing the spelling words

Students should have their penmanship folder emptied from LightUnit 405.

Spelling Focus: homophones; a story about camping

Lesson 2 Antonyms and Synonyms (Pages 6-10)

Objective: To identify and use antonyms and synonyms.

Give words to the students and have them give you antonyms and synonyms for them.

Penmanship Focus: Writing Psalm 25:4: “Show me thy ways, O LORD; teach me thy paths.”

Watch to see that the student is including the reference when copying the verse.
The reference should be written at the right-hand margin.

Spelling Focus: accented syllables; definitions

406-1, 2
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Lesson 3 Listening in Church (Pages 10-14)

Objectives: To define fidget; To understand the importance of listening in church; To name
several guidelines for listening in church

Discuss with your students things that are distracting in church or would cause them
to be a distraction to others.
Discuss how to respond if others are being a distraction. Maybe they can relate to someone

whispering to them in Sunday school or during the sermon.

More Names of God

Objective: To learn more names that refer to God

Ask the children what kind of words these names of God are. (proper nouns)

Penmanship Focus: Writing Psalm 56:3: “What time I am afraid, I will trust in thee.”

Spelling Focus: identifying silent letters; putting spelling words into sentences

Lesson 4 How to Take Notes (Pages 15-20)

Objectives: To name four guidelines for taking notes; To read an article and take notes on a
specific aspect of the article

Have the students work in pairs to find information on simple subjects. You may need to
start their thinking by suggesting topics.

Penmanship Focus: Writing Psalm 91:11: “For he shall give his angels charge over thee,
to keep thee in all thy ways.”

Is the student including the punctuation in the verses? How about the reference?

Spelling Focus: completing a puzzle using spelling words

406-3, 4
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Lesson 5 Review and Quiz 1 (Pages 20, 21; 61, 62)

Spelling Quiz for Section 1

1. sunset 5. or 9. peaceful 13. thirsty 17. pillow
2. moonlight 6. oar 10. skillet 14. tent 18. blanket
3. camping 7. bonfire 11. ore 15. firefly
4. comfort 8. canoe 12. twice 16. cocoa

406 SECTION 2
Words to Spell 2 – These words appear on page 25 (Lesson 6) of the LightUnit.

daisy lilacs potato male carrot lettuce
celery fence potatoes lily cucumber wheelbarrow
sunshine vegetable mail lilies glance mirror

Lesson 6 Adjectives That Compare (Pages 22-26)

Objective: To identify and use comparison adjectives

The terms comparative and superlative are not used.

We make comparisons when we talk. Often they are made in reference to something we
are doing, using, or showing at the moment. Teach the students that when making comparisons
in writing, they need to define what objects or people they are comparing.
Require correct usage of adjectives that show comparison.
It may be confusing to know when to add a suffix or to use the words more or most.

Encourage students to use a dictionary when in doubt. Sometimes both ways may be accept-
able. For the word fun, some dictionaries give funner and funnest as acceptable comparisons,
while other dictionaries list more fun or most fun as the accepted comparative words.

Irregular Adjectives That Compare

Objective: To identify and use irregular comparison adjectives

Review the term irregular. Have them tell you what other kinds of words may be
irregular.

Having students memorize the list of irregular adjectives will help them to use them
properly. Require the students to use the proper term when using irregular adjectives.

406-5, 6
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Penmanship Focus: writing the spelling words

Spelling Focus: forming plurals; pronunciations

Lesson 7 More Note-Taking (Pages 26-30)

Objectives: To review guidelines for note-taking; To take notes on a specific subject from a given
article

Review the vocabulary word accurate.

Write a subject on the board that the students will likely be unfamiliar with. Have the
students call out several questions they want answered about the subject. List the questions on
the board, having the students copy them on paper. Read an article about the subject, letting
the students answer their questions as you read. Go over the answers helping the students
write answers in their own words.

Penmanship Focus: Writing Psalm 103:8: “The LORD is merciful and gracious, slow to anger,
and plenteous in mercy.”

Is the student using good handwriting skills? Is his handwriting neat?

Spelling Focus: compound words; homophones; putting words into sentences

Have the students categorize the spelling words. Possible categories are flowers and
vegetables.

Lesson 8 Finding the Simple Subject (Pages 31-35)

Objective: To identify the simple subject of a sentence.

In some sentences, the subject is obvious and the children may not follow the rule of
always finding the verb first. So far they have worked with very easy sentences. This lesson
brings in more complex sentences. Here, the verb-first technique is a real help.

Do some practice together as a class, especially if the children are confused by preposi-
tional phrases that separate the subject and verb. Use these sentences:

The next lesson in your LightUnit is about taking notes.
On the way to town this morning, we were surprised by a sudden shower.
After the church service, the men of the congregation visited.

406-7, 8
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Penmanship Focus: Writing Psalm 118:29: “O give thanks unto the LORD; for he is good: for
his mercy endureth for ever.”

Spelling Focus: alphabetizing; using words in sentences

Lesson 9 Stringy Sentences (Pages 35-38)

Objective: To learn a method for correcting sentences that keep going and going

Penmanship Focus: Writing Psalm 126:3: “The LORD hath done great things for us;
whereof we are glad.”

Spelling Focus: selecting and writing correctly spelled words

Students with difficulties in visual discrimination may find this spelling exercise difficult.
Have them use their spelling list bookmark to simplify the activity. Let them find the word that
is spelled the same as the one on their bookmark.

Lesson 10 Review and Quiz 2 (Pages 39, 40; 63, 64)

Spelling Quiz for Section 2

1. celery 5. potato 9. lilacs 13. potatoes 17. carrot
2. cucumber 6. glance 10. vegetable 14. mirror 18. lilies
3. lettuce 7. lily 11. mail 15. daisy
4. male 8. sunshine 12. wheelbarrow 16. fence

406 SECTION 3
Words to Spell 3 – This list appears on page 44 (Lesson 11) of the LightUnit.

seagull sailor foam foghorn bail lighthouse
whale coast shark prompt shipwreck search
breeze proper island captain ocean bale

Lesson 11 Names and Commas in Sentences (Pages 41-45)

Objective: To correctly place commas in direct addresses

406-9-11
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Review placing commas in quotations. Many direct addresses are quotations.

Demonstrate the three placements of the comma by using names of your students in sen-
tences. Help them also to hear the inflection of your voice.

Play “Round Robin Direct Address.” Begin the game by asking a student a question using
his name in the sentence, either at the beginning, middle, or end. The student stands, answers
the question using your name at a different place than where you used his name. After answer-
ing your question, he in turn asks a different question to another student. He should use the
next student’s name in another place in the sentence.

Penmanship Focus: writing the spelling words

Make sure the student is writing carefully and spelling the words correctly.

Spelling Focus: definitions; homophones

Lesson 12 What Are You Interested In? (Pages 45-49)

Objectives: To review the guidelines for taking notes; To take notes on a topic of student’s
choice

Students will write their own notes from resources. Review the importance of using their
own words when getting information for their topic.

Make sure the student’s topics aren’t too broad for a one-paragraph report. Students
should not have to do extensive research. Encourage them to use an encyclopedia.

The story Derek told Miss Ruth in the lesson introduction really happened. If any stu-
dents are interested in learning more about the Children’s Crusade, they can read about it
under “Crusades” in The World Book Encyclopedia.

Penmanship Focus: Writing Psalm 145:2: “Every day will I bless thee; and I will praise thy
name for ever and ever.”

Have the student examine previous papers and see if there is any improvement he has
made or needs to make.

Spelling Focus: putting spelling words into a story

406-12
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Lesson 13 Writing From Notes (Pages 49-52)

Objective: To write a paragraph from the notes in Lesson 12

Be sure the student examines the notes he took in Lesson 12 to see if they support
his topic. The report should only be one paragraph. Have the student proofread his paragraph
to make sure all sentences contribute to its unity.

Depending on the nature of the student’s paragraph, he may want to find or draw
a picture to go with it.

Penmanship Focus: Writing Psalm 150:6: “Let every thing that hath breath praise the LORD.
Praise ye the LORD.”

Spelling Focus: definitions; putting words into sentences; writing the words

Have students draw pictures depicting a spelling word.

Lesson 14 Self Check (Pages 52-55)

Students are to do the self check without studying. If they do well on it, they will likely do
well on the test. If they do not, they’ll need more study and perhaps remedial work. Make sure
they restudy any concepts in which the self check shows them to be weak.

Spelling Quiz for Section 3

1. bale 5. search 9. whale 13. shipwreck 17. lighthouse
2. seagull 6. sailor 10. island 14. breeze 18. foghorn
3. coast 7. bail 11. prompt 15. foam
4. ocean 8. shark 12. captain 16. proper

LightUnit Test 406

Spelling words for LightUnit Test 406

See Appendix E for sentences to use with these words.

1. bonfire 6. prompt 11. mirror 16. bale 21. wheelbarrow
2. peaceful 7. bail 12. mail 17. shipwreck 22. search
3. vegetable 8. ore 13. male 18. proper 23. glance
4. daisy 9. potato 14. captain 19. canoe 24. or
5. twice 10. oar 15. lighthouse 20. comfort 25. ocean

406-13, 14, Test
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